
B.Com 6th semester (Hons) Examination, 2020 (CBCS) 

Subject: Indirect Tax Law 

Paper: CC-14 (6.2 CH) 

Time: 3 Hours        Full Marks: 60 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words 

 as far as practicable. 

 

1. Answer  any six questions from the following:                                                 6x5 =30  

                          : 

a) What do you mean by GST? Discuss GST(compensation to States) Act, 2017. 

                                ?                  (                  ) আই  2017 

আ         ।  

b) What is taxable event under GST Law? Discuss the need for determination of the place 

of supply. 

                আই                         ?                                     

আ         । 

c) Discuss in brief the provisions of section 18 regarding the availability of credit in special 

circumstances. 

আই    18                              ই                          আ          । 

d) State the inclusions in the value of supply of goods and services. 

                                                                   । 

e) State in brief the import and export procedure as per Customs Act. 

   x   আই          আ                                        । 

f) Write a note on “ GST on reimbursement of expenses”. 

‘                                             ’ এ        এ          । 

g) What is input tax credit? Discuss the conditions to be satisfied to get the input tax credit. 

ই               ? ই                                                 আ         । 

h) K of Mumbai supplies 1000 kg of certain goods to L of Chennai. Invoice value inclusive of 

GST is Rs 102400. Applicable GST rate is 28%. Compute the amount of tax (IGST). If K of 



Mumbai supplies the same goods to L of PUNE instead of Chennai what will be the 

amount of CGST and SGST? 

    ই-এ  K     ই-এ  L               100                 | GST            102400 

     | GST              28% |      (IGST)                   |         ই-এ  K     ই-

এ                L    এ ই                CGST এ   SGST       ? 

 

2.  Answer any three questions from the following:                                             3x10= 30  

                           : 

a) Discuss the rationale and benefits of GST from the viewpoint of Industry, consumers, 

Govt. etc. 

   ,      ,                                                   এ             

আ         । 

b) Discuss in brief the salient features and GST liability of composite supply and mixed 

supply. 

                                                  এ                       

আ         । 

c) Discuss the various duties as provided in the Customs Act. 

   :   আই                              আ         । 

d) Discuss in brief overall structure of Goods and Services Tax. 

                                          আ         । 

e) Mr X, a registered dealer is located in Kolkata and engaged in manufacture of 

mechanical and other appliances. From the following transactions calculate the amount 

of input tax credit (giving suitable reasons) available to Mr X during the month of 

January 2019: 

এ                   Mr. X               এ                      আ       

                           |                                                    

2019      Mr. X এ        ই                            । (ই        )  

i) Purchased Machine tools for Rs 100000 in January 2019. GST charged by supplier is Rs 

18000. Payment is made on April 2019. 

ii)  Machine tools purchased without invoice for Rs 200000 and CGST of Rs 12000 and SGST    

of Rs 12000 were paid.     



iii) Air conditioner for office use was purchased from B against invoice, but GST paid (CGST 

Rs 20000 and SGST Rs 20000) was not deposited by B. 

iv) Tax consultancy given by a chartered accountant in January 10, 2019. Taxable value of 

inward supply i.e. consultancy was Rs 40000. GST charged by supplier (chartered 

accountant) was Rs 7200. 

v) Goods purchased for personal use, not for business and for this an equal amount of CGST 

and SGST (Rs 5000 each) was paid.  

 

   

 

 

 


